Tata Indica Vista
With powerful engine options such as the Safire (Gasoline) and the internationally acclaimed
Quadrajet (Diesel), the Tata Indica Vista is a new way to look at style, comfort and
performance.
Stylish Exterior
The Indica Vista has a sporty frontal look with distinctive petal shaped headlamps and
pronounced signature Tata grille. The look is accentuated by muscular wheel arches
blending with contoured surfaces along its flanks. The characteristic vertically stacked tail
lamps are unique in its class.

Comfort & Convenience
To complement the exterior, the Indica Vista has a combination of stylish two tone interiors
characterized by clean surfaces with an emphasis on simplicity and utility. The 2- DIN
integrated music system and the break through central instrument cluster draw you into the
Indica Vista experience.

The vehicle is packed with numerous convenience features like heating, ventilation & airconditioning (HVAC), power windows, electrically operated outer rear view mirrors and
remote central locking with immobilizer.

The tilt-adjustable feature of the steering wheel, in conjunction with a height adjustable
driver’s seat, ensures correct driving position. The all console comes with well designed
utility spaces and a large deep glove box that can even accommodate a compact laptop.
Efficient Engineering
The Indica Vista is designed with safety in mind and is equipped with driver, passenger and
side Airbags. Efficient braking system with ABS and EBD provide safe and effective braking.
The Indica Vista is powered by the 1.4 litre Safire - Gasoline engine and the Diesel version is
powered by the internationally acclaimed 1.3 litre Quadrajet engine.

The stiffer front suspension sub-frame with strut mounted anti-roll bars and a new semiindependent twist beam near the suspension with gas charged dampers isolate noise and
vibration while improving ride quality.

Standard / Optional Features


Airbags – driver, passenger and side



ABS with EBD



Heating, Ventilation & Air-conditioning (HVAC)



Four-way seat adjustment



Immobiliser



Remote operated central locking



Power windows: front and rear



2-DIN Music System w/MP3, USB & Blue 5



Tilt-adjustable power steering



Audio controls on steering wheel

